
CHAPTER 11

DISTANT HEALING

I'lte origins of Radionics are considered, and the use of dozasing

in coilbination with this method of distant healing described.
'l'.rc author comes to some controaersial conclusions - it works

lttrt not in the u)ay you may think it does, as the larns of physics

are defied time and time again.

( )rre of the methods of healing at a distance is the technique
t',rlled 'Radionics'. Before we look at this method of work-
irrg, it will be as well to consider the origin of such an

rrnlikely method of working.
It all-started with a Dr Abrams before the last war. He was

working with patients and discovered that the sound that
lrc heaitl on hii stethoscope, when percussing the abdomen
oi his patients, seemed to vary depending on the illness of
the paiient. Apparently he was using a primitiv.e form of
,lowsing, usinf ihe patient's abdomen as a sounding board!

l'his in-itself was quite a remarkable observation, but he

Proceeded to take the matter further. He realised that the

patient was in this context only an instrument, so he re-

placed the patient with a diaphragm, which worked iust as.

well. This later developed into a small diaphragm made of
thin rubber which wis used as a 'stick' Pad rather than

something to be struck. The idea was that on stroking the

prad, if thJ answer was 'yes' then the finger would stick to it,
,r 

,no, would result in the finger sliding over the pad surface.

The use of the pad was just another method of dowsing, a
small increase in finger tension being all that was necessary

to make the finger stick to the rubber instead of sliding over
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it. Nowadays people u-se pendulums, but the stick pad wacused for a long time befbre this, it being tno"lnt that itresponded to a different phenomenon to d"owsinf, to give ameaningful response.
A breakthrough came when Abrams wondered whetherhis results were due to some sort of natural vibration thatcould be tuned in to with electrical apparatus. U" tf,"r"tor.built a machine which consisted or, i"t ot rheosiats lelectri-cal variable resistors) of the type that were then used tocontrol the filament current of iadio varves. The rheostats

were provided with knobs that were calibrated. The set ofrheostats was wired in series, and the 
".rd 

.orrrr".tior, t".-minated underneath_ the 'stick' pad. The puti""i iouched aconnection to the other end of the rheosiats and the dials
yerg adjusted one at a time from their zero positions until a'stick' reaction was observed. with six kntbs this gave asix-digit code. what Abrams found was that the settings ofthe knobs were always the same for patients suffering fromthe same illness. Thus if Bovine TB gave dial seitings of
415628, then this code could be written down in a book. If apatient was checked with the instrument and settings of
475628 were obtained, then the diagnosis could be obtainedfrom looking up the 'rate' in the cJde, that had been com-piled. In that case Bovine TB would therefore be the diag-
nosis.

The rates were compiled quite simply by determining theinstrument settings fiom a patient with a known ilness.
These were cross-checked with results from other patients
and the instrument settings were then reco.d"d;;'u root.
This formed the standardiet of rates for the instrument.

Because the instrument was manufactured with a brack
ebonite jrolt paner (typical of scientific instrumeni p.actice
before the last war), 

-ii 
became known as the ,Black 

Box,.This was many yea.rs before aeroplane flighl re;.J"., up_peared that were given the same name. At this stage, the
Black Box was basically a diagnostic instrum""t;ilil could
be used when symptoms *"i" confusing. providin!1nua,r,"
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tcs had been compiled carefully, then the results obtained
,,r't' usually accurate. It was assumed that the instrument
,rs somehow in tune with the illness, the circuits resonat-

1i with the patient.
I hc next stage was to remove the need for the patient to

lurrt'h the instrument. A sample holder was Provided that
r\',rs connected to the end of the box circuit remote from the
r,lrrk pad. It was found that the instrument worked just as

rr','ll when a sample from the patient (sputum, urine or
I'h,oc1) was placed in this container. Distant diagnosis was
rr,,w possible; the instrument had no longer to be brought to
tlrt'patient.

l'he final breakthrough came when the reverse Process
rv,rs tried. As the system could be resonated to the patient to

J'rovide diagnosis, could it be worked in reverse? In other
rvords could the oscillatory circuits, set uP by the rheostats,
l,r, tuned to another rate which would beneficially affect the

l',rtient?
l'his was done by taking a patient with a known illness.

I lrc instrument was then retuned one rheostat at a time,
llrt'cking for a 'stick' that would correspond with a treat-
nrt'nt raie. Hopefully this second rate would broadcast radi-
,rlions back to the patient that would help in the healing

J)rocess. This was tried, and much to their surprise it
st'cmed to work. The patients given treatment from the
lllack Box did get better more rapidly than those without
srrch treatment.

Another set of rates was therefore produced to go in the
lt'cord book. These rates were those required to broadcast
tlrc healing treatment back to the patient' It was from this
blckground that the Radionic instrument was born and it
('.rn now be seen where the term Radionic came from. It was
tlt'rived from the assumption that the box worked with
r',tdiations, both from and to the patient.

various people developed this idea further from its initial
l.,cginnings. Geo.ge De La Warr was perhaps the best known
,,n*" in this field after the war. The De La Warr Black Box
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Figure 20. The De La Waru Black Box

(see Fig. 20) was one of the best known boxes in the UK atthat time. De La warr developed the box further and even
produced a Radionic camera which produced photographic
prilts from samples obtained from patients. 

r (

Not.everyone managed to use the box. There was a weil
publicised court case ;here a lady took the De La warrs to
court because she said that she had suffered severe mental
illness 

-fooq 
trying to make the box work, and she claimed it

was a fraud. she was supported on legar aid to pursue the
prosecution, but the De La Warrs *on lhei, case. The judge

:1_l lli,,rlthough he had been completely .rr,rbt" to g.urphow the box worked, the evidence that had been p.od-.r.udto support its effectiveness was overwhelming. httnough
722
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llrt' De La Warrs had won, British justice being what it is,

llrt.y were almost made bankrupt from fighting the case in
r ot trt.

I he Black Box, in all its different variations, works' Of
llr,rt there is no real doubt, but how does it work? When the

rrtrt.k pad was replaced with a plate, over which one could

,l,,wsl with a pettdulr*, the resonance ideas began- to look
rr lrit thin. Also the use of rheostats was peculiar from an

r,rrgineering standpoint because resistance damps out elec-

trit.al oscillitions, not tunes them in. In short, there is no

l)r.thodox explanation for the design whatever. So like dows-

rrll, we have a problem. It should not work, yet unrepent-
,rrrtly it does so!

I wondered about this when I first read about Radionics,

rultl I built myself a Black Box using resistors and_calibrated

xt'ales which worked for me when using a pendulum' Very

Pt,culiar. I tried changing the wiring inside and said to
rnyself, ,The box will continue to work.' The box still worked
lor me. Finally I made the ultimate leap, I made my Grey
lkrx.

'fhe Grey Box (see Fig. 21) is so called because it was puilt
in a box that was already painted grey. It has a grey top

l).rn€l and knobs with cahLrited escutcheons. It has a sample

ir,,lder and a telescopic aerial for broadcasting treatments. I
,rlso provided it witir selector switches so that its mode of
,,prerition can be changed. For instance it can be switched
lftrm analyse to treatment modes without resetting the

nrtes: they are the same for both, which saves looking things
rrp. This has the additional advantage that one does not
t'ven need a book of rates, unless you wish to know what
the patient's problems are. All one need do is to dowse for
the settingr bf each of the nine dials in turn, with the

patient's 'irittt"tt (hair sample, etc.) in the-sample holder'
Wh"n all the dials are set, then one extends the aerial rod
and changes the switch from 'analyse' to 'tteat'' It works

very welf but there is just one problem. There is nothing
inside it! No potentiometers, no wiring, nothing! This can
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Figure 21. The'Grey' Box

be seen in Figure 22 where a side view of the top of the boxcan be seen.
I was not the first one to do this. I discovered a few yearsafter I made the box that an American lady had bel. pros-ecuted in court for selling'brack'boxes with nothing in thembut sawdust. The. fact ihat they apparently wofi<ed wasimmaterial. It was just as welr foi the De La warrs that theirbox looked more scientific, and therefore more believabre.
we have this unfortunate idea that unless something has

a rational explanation or looks rationar in its appearonii, then itcannot work. I am sure that many people hrrr" .o*e intohealing through Radionics becuuse the boxes have an im-pressive setting-up procedure and look technical. My ex-perience is that they are.an impressirze crutch which maywell be of use if we doubt our own legs will ,"fpo.t .rr.However there is no magic in the box. The"r"ut .rrrgiJits inside
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llrt' thing that is called 'myself'. A11 of us possess powers

rrrrtl abillties that far exceed our dreams. What we need is

llr,' confidence and wisdom to use them.
I know many people who have started off with Black

llrrcs and have ended up by discarding them. Not because

tlr('y could not get resuits with thern, flo, it was because

tlrt,y found that they could get equally good results without
llrcrn.

Now this may all sound a bit negative and anti-radionics.
lf is not meant io be so. It is meant to show how easy it is to

lrc carried away by pseudo-technology and miss the basic

points in the process.
lf you rent br buy a Radionic or other type of Black Box,

v,,|., *ill find that it comes complete with a book of rates for
llr,rt particular machine. This is to save you the laborious

tigure 22. End oiew of the top,::!e.l,i!,,Xf,r?r'{ Box showing absence of anv
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process of working them out for yourself. However, lik
other. dowsing syitems, herein hLs a probf"_.- As wamentioned in Chapter 2, factors like specific lengths opendulums, lengths and directions of ,filndam".rtui 

.rys;rates, etc., tend.Lg b" personal _ independent testing odowsers qi_ves differeni figures fo, 
"aci-, 

p".r"". 
-so 

hovdoes a published book of rites work?
It seems to be that if one accepts that the rates in thaparticular book are correct, then ihor" ,ut", *iri-work fotyou. Curiouser and curiouser, as Alice said.
It is these apparent conflicts that are widely exproited b1people who are d.esqerS.tely tryin-g to expose dowsing, etc,,

as a fraud. I must admit that it al'i does'se"- to be strange
and can ?ppear to be.the unacceptable face of dowsing.

As with so many situations, o.," must be careful beforejumping to premature conclusions. It is temptiilt easy topooh-pooh ideas because one does not like io alcept theirimplications. so, keeping this in mind, let us have a look atthe 
-question of rates as i typical example.

There have been many- different Radionic machines
manufactured over the years. The late Malcolm Rae wagforever producing rarger and rarger machines; one of thesehad no fewer than iorty-nine iiul, to r"t "f. rhe idea
seemed to be that- the more complex the machii", tn" moreselective it could be and theiefore the more effective.
Amongst these machines there were quite a few that hadthe same number of settabre diars with the same number
calibrations (usually 0 to 9). one investigator did the correct
.11"q to,invesrigate the much vexed quEstion oa;i;, _ heobtained two machines with the same number of dials
complete with their respective books of rates. He then asked
experienced Radionic-machine operators to use the newmachines and do analyses of samples from pu1i""tr. H.found that the results were good, correlating closery withwhat was known of the patieits. However *riri n" nad nottold the operators *a. ihrt some of them were using tnemanufacturer's set of rates for the machine, some of them
726
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wr,rt, using the rates (which were different) for the other

Irr,rr'hine. The accuracy was just as high when using the

ln( ()rrect book of rates.
l'he conclusion therefore appears to be that we can either

procluce our own set of ratei, or use those prepared by

nontcone else. Providing that we accept those rates as being

r orrect, then they will work for us'
nt this point i appreciate that all attempts 

-at 
a rational

r,rrrlanation seem to ?ade into non-existence' How on earth

: ,;.. ;;; know what lies inside a book when one has never

:;l;.';J it? Yet the fact remains that it works' In reality it is

r,l,'lly no more impossible than dowsing down an index of

rcrrtedies. It is uncomfortable that it works' but I have

i,,..,u"a itt efficacy on innumerable occasions when dowsing

l,,r ar particular pitier,t's needs' I repeat' what ma.lter-s is that

it works. The human being has far more Powers than can be

i,.1rfu1""a logically to the"satisfaction of the rational mind'

llre intuitive, ilJgical, feeling-based' feminine aspects of

orrr natures is a ieality, whether we be man or woman'

l,uccessfully using u^ ittto""ct book of rates is just such a

,,,r". fn" pr"rdo-"r.ientific Person will refuse to accept this'

,rrrrl from this has arisen the concept that there-are several

r',rtcs that will work for any particulir PurPose' Therefore in

li,rtlionic circles there ariie-argumentl about which is the

lrt'st rate to use for a particular ft"pot"' I suggest.that this is

rrrt.rely a sop to the rational mind -,t1Yi"S lo,*-1k:r*spect-
,rl.,le something which is linked to a difierent tyPe of reality'

WithintheRadionicfieldideasexistthatRadionicsis
,rlrsolutely safe, that it cannot possibly cause harm' Now

srrch concepts are always suspect' If one has the power to

,,it..t things, then unwise aition can always cause harm'

cven if one's motives may seem to be for the goo+' In any

t,rse, wh?t is harm and what is good? All too often such

things are viewed only from.utt 
""iotional 

standpoint with a

l,riluie to see the wider implications'
O;; peu.t', farmer in the USA was suddenly confronted

with a plague of 
-caterpillars 

which would have destroyed

L27
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his entire crop later in the year. Rather than use
sprays he used his Radionic box. He dowsed for a ratewould clear his trees of the CA terpillars, set up the rate
the box, and waited. Within a week all the caterpillars
died off. When reported, this upset many people who
had the cosy thought that Radionics was a benign method
healing; some said that it was an outrageous use of theYet this is too simplistic a view. We need to look widerSuppose it was your livelihood at stake and wthreatened by the caterpillars, what then? From a safeition it is only too easy to criticise or to say howshould be done; when one is directly in the firing
things look different. I remember my father saying tnatthe generals in the First World War had EVCT Spent time
the trenches in the front line, where he had been, then
was no way they would have made such stupid decisionsthey did

There are two apProaches to trying out a black_method of healing. First of all you could go on a shortintroductory course to develop a feel for it. If it still seems tobe what you want to do, then rent a box and see how youfare. The Radionic Association (address in Appendix 1, seep. 779 would be the best point to start your investigations,
theyAS cater for all Radionic training requirements in athorough manner. your dowsing does need to be reliable;unless you can obtain consistent yes and 'no' answers,then your Radionic results are likely to be equally variable.

Secondly you could try a do-it-yourself approach. you
could make up a box like the one that I made, but this needsa source of suitable materials and a basic set of engineeringtools. The cheapest method of all is that evolved by adowser from Northern Ireland who saw my Grey Box. In hismethod you throw the box awayt

Take a long strip of paper, say 20 cm lon gby 4 cm wide,and write down the numbers from 0 to 9 along it. This iswhat you will dowse over On a separate sheet of paperwrite down the name of the
728
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r'o(lo you are going to use; I am sure that four digits is
atrlicient, but fou iray like to use six or eight to fit in with
hrlnre of the .o**"r.ial systems. Take a suitable sample

Ilorn the patient (hair, etc.) in the left hand, assuming that

f,,,, do*ie with the right, and dowse along the set of

r,,,,].,bers until you find a-reaction. You need to have in mind

i1,,, question, 
",I am dowsing for a treatment rate for this

r,,rltiiular patient.' Write down the number, then dowse

if ,,*" tn" ,iurrrb".s for the next number, write it down' and

h() on. You will finally finish up with a four-, six- or nine-

lr1,,trre number which iepresenti the rate needed to treat the

i,l,ti".,t. Put the patientt sample on .tog of the number that

y,,,r have written down, and that is all there is to it. Nothing

rrrore to do.
l{echeck the patient the following day, and if the numbers

l.r'cp the samebr alter, either way is fine' When you dowse

,rll zeros, this indicates that there is nothing more you can

rkr to help in that particular way'
lf you'are not nuppy with imposing-a fixed number of

l,l,t.ks to fill in, their'make a numbered strip as above but

with an extra place marked'end', as is shown in Figure 23'

l)owse as befbre, but dowse starting with the end label'

Kcep writing down the numbers until you obtain a reaction

i,',,il th" en"d phce. The numbers you have writt.en down

,rre the required treatment rate' In this case, a reaction from

tlrc end pir." at the start of dowsing will indicate that no

lrrrther treatment of this type will be of assistance to the

patient.

CODE NUMBER

END01 234 5 6789

Figure 23. Decimal scale for distant treatment with number codes
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lncidentally, the British Radionic society at thattime had

0trtlawed David Tansley and his box, and it was the De La

W.-rrr Box that was the approved model. David was a persona

rrrtrt grata. As with many fringe areas, the Radionic society

lr,rd?eveloped its own orthodoxies and beliefs of what and

wl-rat was not acceptable. Perhaps because David Tansley

was marketing boxes in competition with theirs, David was

rlt'finitely 'out'.
Later bn the Society apparently realised that as he was

lrccoming more and. more iuccessful, and better and better

krrown, fh"y *"." on a hiding to nothi"S. Tlg conclusion

was that they did an about face and welcomed him into the

Iold. Later, he became their president.
Earlier I showed how we could throw the box away and

just dowse for a number code. How about the final possi-

irility - throw away the code?_ After all it looks as if the

irrteiligence behind distant'box'healing is dependent on the

,,p"ruio, rather than the box. Perhaps a code is not needed

at all.
Try out the following and see what happerrs.-Take a hair

,,, oth". sample from someone who requires healing. Even a

signature wiil do if nothing else,is available. Hold a pendu-

Itim over the sample and relax. Inform your mind that you

wish the pendulum to rotate for as long as healing energies

are being accepted by the person requiring healing. Keep

the thoright fi mind that you are transmitting healing

cnergy to"the other person for them to make use of if they y
wishlihenwatch your pendulum. A1l being well it should

start rotating. Just keep ielaxed and watch, and don't try to do

anything.If you wish to visualise energies-leaving you/ or

feet a ti]nt< witn the other person, fine, but the main thing is
just to allow good will towards the other Person to exist.

Nothing more.
A[ b[ing well, after a short time the pendulum will slow

down ani stop rotating. If it is still 'running' after five

minutes, the odds are that you aIe trying rather than just

letting it happen. That is it! Nothing more to do, no complex
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rituals, no Strivlng to helP the other Person/ no e80
either. Just you offering healing to the
checking with the pendulum to see when
to the next thing that you need to do.

other Person
you can move

You will know instinctively when to move on to the
Patient needing treatment. It SCCMS too slmPle Yet
works. Dare I SAv It, but when you become competent, then
you can even throw the pendulum away

So US e a box by all means AS you mav find 1t helpful,
Remember tha t it takes time to develop exPertise and confi-
dence and always bear ln mind however tha t you are tht'

your good will towards
the person needing that ls Par'amount. Good will IS

essential; trying only gets in the way. It is also important to
be relaxed and not to be anxious, so practising meditation or
relaxation can help enormously. The best healers that I
know seem almost offhand about it all. Not that they don,t
care - no. It is simply that they do not identify themselves
as being healers; they only see themselves as someone who
is able to help others from time to time. The true magic
comes from relaxation and a non-identification with whit-
ever healing takes place.
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essential ingredient, and that it is
healing


